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BOOK REVIEWS
allard, Robert. Exploring the Bismarck. Scholastic Hardcover, 1991.
ISBN 0-590-44268-6. $15.95. 64 pp.

3-4

NF

Reviewed by Karen Newmeyer

PB

Robert Ballard led the team which found the Titanic. Here he brings us
e real life search for the Bismarck. The book is divided into basically two
rts. The first part follows the history of the Bismarck, and the lives of three
f its sailors who survived and were rescued by the British ship. The second
art follows the search for the Bismarck and the subsequent findings of the team.
This is a chilling tale of war. Although simply written, it manages to
onvey the feeling of the Bismarck sailors and the heart break of lost
ompanions. It is written from the perspective of the Germans so that, although
ou may side with the British, you feel sympathy for the Germans. You also
el the drudgery of the search coupled with the building excitement as the ship
discovered intact.

••••

arbour, Karen. Mr. Bow Tie. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1991.
ISBN 0-15-256165-X. $13.95. 27 pp.

1-4

FI

PB

Reviewed by Judith Larson

The only character identified with a name in this book is Mr. Bow Tie,
ho is befriended by two young children and their father who give him this
ame because he always wears bow ties. Although the man doesn't speak to
em, they develop a friendly relationship with this homeless man who lives in
eir neighborhood. With the help of their father, the children discover that this
an is a decorated war hero. They contact his parents and participate in the
yous reunion of Mr. Bow Tie and his parents. As he is driving away from
eir neighborhood with his parents, he shouts his first words that the children
ave ever heard him say, "Good-bye" and "Thanks."
All ages of readers will enjoy the simple, brightly colored illustrations in
is book; however, it will take a more mature reader to appreciate and
nderstand the tender, sensitive message of this homeless war veteran and his
iendship with the family. That the plight of the homeless and troubled war
eterans could be solved so easily and "happily-ever-afterish," might be every
ader's wish. The story can serve as a vehicle for an open-ended discussion
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about the homeless and the effects of war on people, human compassion, an
understanding.

• ••

Carlstrom, Nancy White. Goodbye Geese. Illustrated by Ed Young. Philom
Books, 1991. ISBN 0-399-21832-7. $14.95. 32 pp.

A

Pre-3

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgense

PB

Father and son are walking outside in late fall when the geese are headin
south. Son asks, "Papa, is winter coming?" Each answer Papa gives prompt
another question. "Does Winter have eyes?" Each question is answered in th
positive. The illustrations by Ed Young are dark and quiet and "feel" of wint
before a storm. The geese are vague dark shapes on the pages. Using pastel
on dark paper, Mr. Young makes us feel the nip in the air and the heaviness
a stormy sky

• •••

Climo, Shirley. The Match Between the Winds. Illustrated by Roni Shepher
Macmillan, 1991. ISBN 0-02-719035-8. $13.95. Unpaginated.

A

All

PB

Reviewed by Lillian He

Shirley Climo retells the Borneo tale of the contest between the bluster
cantankerous West Wind, and the gentle, rustling East Wind as they both try t
blow Kodok, the tree frog, from his palm tree.
Climo's descriptive contrast between the two winds are delightful. Th
West Wind "flipped bats right side up," "shook the spots on the cloude
leopards," and "made the bristles on the bearded pigs stand up with fright.
The East wind "blew so gently that waves took off their whitecaps," "nudge
the rain clouds from the sky," sang Kodok, the frog, to sleep, and when his toe
loosened their hold on the leaf, he slipped off.
Ron Shepherd's illustrations enhance the characterizations. The West Win
is a deep blue, red-eyed monster with fang-like teeth, but his bulbous nos
makes him ornery looking instead of sinister. This is a real contrast to the Ea
Wind, who is a gentle, white, blue-eyed, smiling creature.
The mighty West Wind starts with a rumbling green ocean, and wind-swe
trees that grows to a mighty typhoon of white water sweeping all the animal
and people in its path.
It is a delightful folktale explaining why the East Wind is called Raja
Angin, Lord of the Winds.
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Cooper, Louise. The Sleep of Stone. Illustrated by John Collier. Atheneum,
1991. ISBN 0-689-31572-4. $14.95. 138 pp.

•

7+

Reviewed by Karen Newmeyer

FI

Ghysla is in love with Prince Anyr. The problem is that Anyr does not
now she exists-at least not as she truly is. He knows her as the seal who
climbs up the rocky ledge and lets him pet her. She is also the young doe, the
songbird that lights on his shoulder, and half a dozen other woodland creatures
which he knows and loves. When Ghysla learns that he is to be married to an
inland girl, she assumes that he does not wish to marry. She believes that it is
she he truly loves, for has he not told her over and over again of his great love.
But would he love her if he were to see her in her true form-thin, stick-like
arms, large owl eyes in a sharp, delicate face, wings growing from her shoulder
blades, clawed hands and feet. But since she can change her shape, why not
take the place of his bride and tum her into stone?
This is a bitter-sweet story of a love that could never be. Ghysla is the last
of her kind (or so she thinks) and we feel for her loneliness and longing to be
known and loved for herself. When faced with the awful truth that Anyr does
not love her, at least not in the way she desires, we feel for her as she makes
he ultimate choice: of living in loneliness or giving her life to restore Anyr's
beloved to him. This book takes the reader through a full range of emotions as
we come to understand Ghysla as well as Anyr. Louise Cooper is a master
storyteller.

• •••

Dalton, Annie. Out of the Ordinary. Harper & Row, 1990.
ISBN 0-06-021425-2. $14.89. 243 pp.

B+

7+

FI

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgensen

Fifteen-year-old Molly is asked by mysterious, otherworldly visitors to
protect an enchanted child from great danger. She has always felt different from
he other kids-not quite able to get excited by the normal teenage concerns.
Her mother needs her, too, since she is a single parent. Her brothers are worlds
nto themselves and Mum is often busy with foster children. When Floris is
delivered to her, he is taken to be another foster child. Mum is in charge while
Molly goes to school, but Molly looks after him when she's home. This
eautiful child has a large crystal earring he guards furiously, and he loves
music. Once, when Molly takes Floris to the mall, she loses him and fmds him
dancing to a flute played by Icarus who becomes Molly's special friend and ally
n protecting Floris from whatever bewitching evil he is prey to.
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This is Annie Dalton's first novel and she has done quite a good job. Th
fantasy world is closely woven in with the real world and it is sometimes ha
for Molly to believe in it. There is discouragement and cruelty to deal with,
well as the growth that comes from doing hard things that must be done. A
in all, an enjoyable and dependable story .

••••

Delamore, David. The Christmas Secret. Green Tiger Press, 1991.
ISBN 0-671-74822-X. $15.00. 28 pp.
A

2-3

FI

Reviewed by Karen Newmey

PB

This is a magical tale of a lion named Richardson who fills in for San
when it looks like the snow storm will prevent him from delivering his toy
It is also the story of Tag, a young mouse, who undertakes a perilous quest
assist him. Richardson ends up being rescued from the storm by Santa w
offers him a job as navigator.
The pictures are enchanting, and they, alone, make this book wor
reading. This is sure to be a favorite of any child, especially around Christma

••••

Denenberg, Barry. Nelson MandeIa: No Easy Walk 10 Freedom.
1991. ISBN 0-590-44163-9. $12.95. 164 pp.
W

C

7-10

BI

W

Scholasti

Reviewed by Kim M. Fon

More than just a biography of Nelson Mandela, this book gives a bri
history of South Africa, the Boer War, Afrikaners, the emergence of Aparthei
the African National Congress, and the various campaigns launched again
Apartheid. Mandela's life is covered from his boyhood to his release fro
prison in 1990.
The majority of the book deals with the Anti-Apartheid movement. It
indexed and has black and white photos and a bibliography. There are som
areas of weakness. The author should stick to his subject, Nelson Mandel
instead of trying to relate the whole history of Apartheid. Many events
Mandela's life were glossed over or barely mentioned. There are many missin
pieces in the narrative. In one chapter, Mandela is expelled from college for h
political activities. In the next chapter, he graduates from college; however, th
reader is left wondering how he got back into school. There is no dialog
between characters, just an occasional quote from public speeches. Usef
information can be found, but the dull writing style will keep many readers fro
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inding it. The reader may come away with some data about Mandala's life, but
may not have gained any real understanding of the man's personality or
character. The life of one of the most passionate and vibrant personalities of
his century should not leave the reader yawning .

••••

Denslow, Sharon Phillips. Riding with Aunt Lucy. Illustrated by Nancy
Carpenter. Bradbury Press, 1991. ISBN 0-02-728686-X. $13.95.
Unpag~ated.

B

K-3

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

PB

In the summer, Walter and Leonard like best of all to go riding with Aunt
Lucy. She is 80 years old, and has only been driving for eight years. She says
she is making up for lost time, and goes driving almost every day. Whenever
Walter and Leonard ride with Aunt Lucy they meet up with something
nteresting or unexpected-like Edgar the pig, who also likes to ride.
This is an uncomplicated little story that takes you to see an unusual pig
and shares the delight of that discovery by two small boys. The pictures are
ight, bright chalk paintings that evoke summer and the high spirits of both
youth and age having an adventure together .

••••

Drew, Helen. My First Baking Book. Alfred A. Knopf, 1991.
ISBN 0-679-81545-7. $12.99. 48 pp.

•

2+

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

NF

Glorious, full-sized colored picture of FOOD! Another in the series of My
First books, this baking book is a treasure. Colored photographs of ingredients,
he assembly process, and the finished product help children (and adults) reach
fool-proof success in baking goodies. Along with cookies and brownies, the
book also features puff pastry, meringues, and a yeast bread that usually only
seasoned bakers would attempt. However, step-by-step visual instructions
nspire the worst self-proclaimed klutz. If still in doubt, the dinosaur cake will
win over the "child" in every baker .

••••
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Faulkner, Matt. The Moonclock.
$14.95. 40 pp

A

1-4

FI

Scholastic, 1991. ISBN 0-590-41593-

Reviewed by Marilyn Bail

PB

Robin decides to pretend to be sick so she won't have to be tormented
the school bully. When she opens a trunk (sent from her dad on a busin
trip), out jumps a captain looking for a hero. Robin volunteers for the job a
they travel to the captain's city where Robin successfully defends the city fr
the invaders. When Robin's mother comes into her room with her lunch, t
reader will wonder if the whole adventure wasn't a dream, until her mot
opens the trunk and finds all the figures from Robin's adventure. The rea
can be sure that the bully in Robin's school will give her no more trouble.
This fantasy will especially appeal to children who want to be brave. T
energetic illustrations and the different sizes of print written in comic book st
add tremendously to this fanciful tale .

•••

Gibbons, Gail. Recycle!: A Handbook/or Kids. Little, Brown, 19
ISBN 0-316-30971-0. $14.95. 28 pp.

NR

K-3

NF

P

Reviewed by Tracy A. Gitti

When you take your weekly garbage to the curb, what happens to it? Do
it just disappear? In Recycle!: A Handbook/or Kids, Gibbons attempts
explain environmental problems to children.
Trash is to be separated into five groups: paper, glass, plastic, cans, a
polystyrene; but much important recycling information is not provided to t
reader. In her description of can manufacture and recycling, Gibbons stat
"Most cans are made from aluminum." Maybe on the beach or near a p
machine, but not in most kitchens. Steel cans are not even mentioned. No
of these vital facts are noted: paper must be separated into white and colore
glass must be separated into clear and colored; and in most areas of the count
only milk jugs, two-liter soda bottles, and clear plastic bottles bearing a num
one in the recycling triangle can be processed for recycling.
The text in the captions drones: ". .. Or, if your city or town has
recycling pickup service, leave the bundles at the curbside, stacked neatly
placed in the special containers provided." This phrase appears almost verbat
no fewer than four times.
The last three pages entitled "Can You Believe? ... " and "What You C
Do ... " are probably the most instructive and helpful of the book. Still, ot
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itles available on this popular subject (such as 50 Things Kids Can Do To Save
he Earth) are much more interesting, focused, and informative .

••••

Hersom, Kathleen. The Half Child. Simon and Schuster, 1991.
ISBN 0-671-74225-6. $13.95. 160 pp.

A

5-9

FI

Reviewed by Karen Newmeyer

Sarah is different from other children. She can't talk, at least not so as to
be understood by the average person. She often sits in the comer rocking
herself and humming a tuneless song. Some folks say that she is a changeling
and that her mother ought to beat her more often so that the fairies would come
back and take her away. But she is loved by her older sister, Lucy, who takes
her to see the "stone dollies" at the church and makes daisy chains to protect her
rom the "little people." One day, though, Sarah disappears and a new baby is
born in the family and named Sarah. Lucy searches for her first Sarah and
many years pass before she learns something of her fate. The mystery goes
unsolved, completely, but in her later years, Lucy is given a niece to care for
who is strangely like the Sarah she lost.
This story deals with the issue of unwanted children-children who have
no one to love and care for them. It also deals with the special qualities of
hose who do love these developmentally disabled children and take them in
when they are discarded by their families .

••••

Rest, Ann. The Ring and the Window Seat. Illustrated by Deborah Haeoffele.
Scholastic, 1991. ISBN 0-590-41350-3. $13.95. 32 pp.

*

2-6

FI

PB

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

Young Stella longs to have a gold ring that she sees in a shop window.
She saves-nickel by nickel-until finally she has enough. A hurricane,
owever, prevents her from getting back to the store and brings an itinerant
arpenter to the house. As he builds a window seat, he tells her of his little
aughter, Karin, in hiding from the Nazis. Stella secretly tucks her sack of
ickels into his tool box-for Karin. Much later a note comes from Karin-and
thin golden ring.
Lovely soft illustrations help tell the tale-a touching story children will
elate to and remember.

••••
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Hill , Susan, editor. The Random House Book of Ghost Stories. Illustrated
Angela Barrett. Random House, 1991. ISBN 0-679-81234-7. $19.9
223 pp.

A-

7-12

Reviewed by Jan Stah

A good collection of ghost stories, this book contains a few frighteni
accounts, but most of them are gentle-even humorous-tales with a twi
There's Jimmy, who takes vanishing lessons from a ghost and then uses t
vanishing trick to scare away the ghost himself. There's the yellow ball, whi
calls back a ghost dog to play every evening, but the poor, frustrated dog c
never find the ball because it is real. And then there's Nule, the newel post
the end of the bannister, which the children dress up to look like a scarecrow
isn't so fun when the dressed post begins coming to life each night. These a
only three of seventeen stories, most of which are sufficiently ghostly to give
tingle, but not so tingly that nightmares will result. I would recommend th
book for reading alone or reading aloud .

••••

Hofmann , Ginnie. One Teddy Bear Is Enough! Random House, 1991.
ISBN 0-394-99582-1. $5.99. 32 pp.

B

K-2

FI

Reviewed by Gabi Kupi

Andy's teddy bear, Arthur, is visibly upset when Grandma presents An
with her old teddy bear, Max. Unbeknownst to Andy, who enjoys the compa
of both teddy bears, Arthur's mission becomes one of getting rid of Max.
Easy-to-read text and expressive illustrations combine to show that jealou
and rivalry are not confmed to humans and children .

••••

Hughes, Shirley. The Snow Lady. Lothrop, Lee & Shephard, 1990. ISBN
688-09874-6. $13.95 Unpaginated.

*

K-3

FI

PB

Reviewed by Nancy Ald

Mean Mrs. Dean-always stopping the children's fun. Don't let the d
in the garden, please, a little less noise, please. When Christmas snow falls, t
children build a grouchy-faced Snow Lady and using stones, spell "Mrs. Mean
right in front of Mrs. Dean's house. An act of Christmas kindness, and perha
a Christmas miracle, combine to make it all right.
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Another of the "Trotter Street" series, Hughes again captures children's
eelings and doings in this tender and true-to-life story.
ones, Diana Wynne. Aunt Maria. Greenwillow Books, 1991.
ISBN 0-688-10611-0. $13.95. 214 pp.

A

5-10

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

FI

If you enjoy mysteries that are also fantasies, you'll enjoy Diana Wynne
ones' Aunt Maria. The story takes place in England and is narrated by Naomi
Margaret ~tter known as Mig). Mig, her mother, Betty, and teenage brother,
Chris, go to visit Aunt Maria in Cranbury. It is a strange town with zombieacting men, zombie-acting children in an orphanage, and a cluster of women
who hover about Aunt Maria as if she were the queen bee. When Chris
confronts Aunt Maria about the peculiar goings on, she changes him into a wolf
and Mig has to take the lead in solving the mystery and saving her brother.
Jones has spun out a fascinating tale of people trying to control other
people. Her theme especially focuses on the relationship between men and
women and clearly shows examples of how destructive the power relationship
is in the men and women of Cranbury. Aunt Maria's daughter, Naomi, trained
by her mother, is a master at it as she convinces her suitor, Antony Green, to
let her literally put him under the earth, in a kind of living death, until she calls
him out. She talked him into it by saying he didn't trust her. "I don't thlnk you
trust me as I trust you, or you'd let me put you in that mound and call you out
again. "
Later, when Mig has succeeded in rescuing Antony, he admits: "I wanted
to force her to be trustworthy-I didn't realize that if people really can trust one
another, it doesn't need proving. "
Jones has created a fast-moving adventure with an interesting theme about
human relationships-an especially timely theme in these times of women's
rights, minority rights, men's rights, and mankind's struggle to find out what
they want to be free of.

• •••

ordan, Sherryl. The Juniper Game. Scholastic Hardcover, 1991.
ISBN 0-590-44728-9. $13.95. 240 pp.

A

6+

FI

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Juniper is beautiful, quirky, and in love with life and with the handsome
Kingsley. Dylan is tall and skinny, painfully shy, and in love with Juniper. It
seems too good to be true when Juniper begins to pay attention to him, even
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thought it's because she's interested in his artIstIc abilities. Juniper
experimenting with time-she has learned to move between boundaries of ti
and space-and she wants Dylan to help her. Together, they travel to Mediev
England to help a young woman who is in grave need of their assistance. B
at what cost to themselves?
This book is quite fascinating. The idea of time travel, though well-wor
is freshly presented here. The reader is quickly involved with the characte
and Ms. Jordan brings an inventive twist to the story. I would recommend t
book for fans of fantasy/science fiction .

••••

Kerr, M. E. Fell Down. A Charlotte Zolotow Book, 199
ISBN 0-06-021764-2. $14.89. 191 pp.

A

9-12

Reviewed by

Jan Stah

John Fell-Fell to his friends-is still reeling from the death of his b
friend, Dib. He can't get over feeling that if only he'd stopped Dib from getti
into that car with Little Jack, Dib would still be alive. Fell returns to Seavi
to confront Jack, the driver of the car. While there, he is confronted by
ventriloquist's dummy that has some secrets of its own, and by a diary whi
holds a puzzle that will reach out from the past to touch Fell's life. "It
summer, it is hot, and John Fell is back in the Hamptons looking for trouble a
for answers. "
M. E. Kerr, author of a large body of excellent young adult fiction, h
created a mystery series for older teens that is some of the best detective ficti
around. Her first book in the series, Fell, was listed in the ALA's "Best Boo
for Young Adults for 1987," and in Booklisl's "Editor's Choice for 198
Next came Fell Back, which was a nominee for the Edgar Award (Myste
Writers of America) in 1990. Now Ms. Kerr has given us Fell Down. This
the most sophisticated writing to date in the series. We move back and for
between Fell's story and the ramblings of "The Mouth, " an unidentified narrat
whose account becomes progressively strange as we see his connection to F
strengthen. Kerr's characterizations are strong, and we are drawn into t
bizarre world inhabited by "The Mouth," a ventriloquist's figure nam
Plumsie, and two friends who attended Gardner School many years ago and w
were members of Sevens, the exclusive club on campus to which Fell belon
This is an excellent addition to the "Fell" series, and I would recommend it
older teens who enjoy a good mystery. It would be more enjoyable if the fi
two books were read first, as Fell's adventures and friends develop from bo
to boo
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yon, George Ella. The Outside Inn. Illustrated by Vera Rosenberry. Orchard
Books, 1991. ISBN 0-531-05936-7. $13.95. 22 pp.

Pre-l

PB

Reviewed by Kim M. Fong

A step beyond childhood's mud-pies takes you to the Outside Inn, where
he meals are likely to crawl away before you get a chance to eat them. A day
t the Inn begins with breakfast-ants with ketchup, or you can have a
nack-slugs in a sack, and for dessert-worms and dirt. A whole array of
elightfully disgusting dishes are waiting to be served up.
Ink and watercolor illustrations accompany the rhyming text and can be
njoyed on two levels. Each creepy, crawly "menu" item is shown in a close-up
llustration. Accompanying each detailed picture is a smaller picture of a group
f multi-racial children, who are "preparing" the "food" for the Inn. They are
bviously enjoying an imaginative and hilarious day outside. Each page also
arries a border that features the critter being served up, giving some fascinating
llustrations of ants, slugs, caterpillars, worms, and a wide variety of other bugs
nd insects.
This book has plenty of appeal for the younger set who will enjoy being
isgusted by the thought of eating bugs. The humor really hits home and a
amiliar response to the book's assertion of "Yum Yum Yum" will probably be
giggling "Yuck Yuck Yuck. "

••••

Martin, Rafe. The Rough-Faced Girl. Illustrated by David Shannon. G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1992. ISBN 0-399-21859-9. $14.95. Unpaginated.
All

NF

Reviewed by Robbin Olsen Major

The Rough-Faced Girl, an Algonquin Indian version of the Cinderella
tory, tells of a great Invisible Being who lives with his sister and is the
atrimonial target of all the young ladies of the tribe. The catch is that he will
nly marry the one who can see him. The Rough-Faced Girl (named because
er skin and hair have become scarred and singed from hard work) has two
ruel sisters who think to win the Invisible Being with finery and deceit. When
he Rough-Faced Girl makes her own attempt, she is armed only with broken
hells, misshapen moccasins, and a good and honest heart.
David Shannon's illustrations are evocative and beautiful. The faces of the
haracters are expressive, and the native American detail is terrific.
nfortunately, Rafe Martin's text falls short of the picture-story it accompanies.
t isn't bad, mind you. It's just that the illustrations are so much better.
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Morley, Jacqueline. An Egyptian Pyramid. Illustrated by Mark Bergin an
John James. Peter Bedrick Books, 1991. ISBN 0-87226-346-0. $17.95
48 pp.

B

5+

NF

Reviewed by Janice Wirku

One of the "Inside Story" series, An Egyptian Pyramid guides the reade
through the construction of a pyramid from beginning to end, including detail
about the lives of those who built it. The format is straightforward and wel
organized with a table of contents, introduction, main body, glossary, and index
The main body consists of 20 subjects, each covering two pages, and include
everything from quarrying the stone to mummifying the pharaoh. Each subje
has an accompanying text, a primary illustration, and several small, detaile
illustrations with explanatory captions. For example, the section entitle
"Laying the Foundations" explains that the walls of the pyramid had to fac
exactly north, south, east, and west, and includes step-by-step insets showin
how the priest found true north. The illustrators specialize in historica
reconstruction, and their attention to detail (including colors which are soft
subtle, and earthy) is consistent throughout the book.
The pyramid in this book is based on information compiled from severa
actual pyramids, and is representative of those of the time. The lifestyle an
culture of the people were also reconstructed from information gathered fro
ancient Egypt (1991 to 1786 BC); however, some liberties have been taken wit
this information. The caption for one illustration reads, "Lunchbreak. The me
chat. There is a rumor that the grain to pay their wages has not come." Thi
makes the presentation more interesting, but it is not documented and is th
author's interpretation. The book answers many questions about pyramids an
the people who built them in an appealing and informative way; but it does los
some credibility with the absence of documentation .

•••

O'Callahan, Jay. Tulips. Illustrated by Debrah Santini. Picture Book Studio
1992. ISBN 0-88708-223-8. $14.95. Unpaginated.
A

K-3

PB

Reviewed by Robbin Olsen Majo

Grand Ma Mere adores her tulips and her grandson, Pierre, and no
necessarily in that order. When Pierre makes his semi-annual visits, howeve
(at tulip-planting time and again when they are in bloom), Grand Ma Mere'
staff members do not find him as endearing as she does, for Pierre plays trick
of all kinds on everyone who crosses his path-except on his Grand Ma Mere
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This is the story of what happens the one time Pierre attempts a trick on Grand
Ma Mere.
Tulips is an amusing tale accompanied by ink-and-watercolor pictures that
truly illustrate the story rather than competing with it. Fun to read, and fun to
read aloud-though the illustrations would work better with small groups than
in a large classroom setting.

• •••

Pearce, Fred.. The Big Green Book. Illustrated by Ian Winton. Foreword by
James Lovelock. Grosset, 1991. ISBN 0-448-40142-8. $13.95. 29 pp.

B+

2-5

Reviewed by Sarah Benson

NF

This easy-to-understand book discusses several environmental issues that
may be of interest to children and provides information that they often have
trouble finding. Issues such as the ozone layer, the greenhouse effect, acid rain,
and recycling are presented in a simple and factual format for primary grades.
The colorful illustrations are well-placed in the text and easy to understand.
A sense of humor is found in many of the illustrations, such as the "megacity
machine" throwing garbage into the oceans, or mankind's messing up the water
cycle. The short paragraphs of factual information, combined with the
illustrations, create an appealing format for young readers.
The book has a table of contents but no index; however, with only 29
pages, this omission will not be a major problem for most children. The last
page lists environmental magazines and organizations, with addresses. This is
the kind of informational book children will pick up and learn from without
really knowing that they are learning!

••••

Polacco, Patricia. Chicken Sunday. Philomel Books, 1992.
22133-6. $14.95. Unpaginated.

*

K-3

FI

PB

ISBN 0-399-

Reviewed by Robbin Olsen Major

Miss Eula and her two grandsons share chicken dinners and church on
Sundays with a neighborhood girl, the daughter of immigrants. The three
children, wanting to buy Miss Eula the Easter hat she's been admiring in the
window of Mr. Kodinkski's hat shop, put their heads together to think up a way
to earn the money they need.
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Summarizing this book is difficult because it isn't really a story about fried
chicken and Easter hats. Instead, it is a story about love that crosses barriers
of religion, race, gender, and generations.
Polacco's use of language and imagery is masterful: a paper fan pulls
"moist chicken-fried air along with it" and Miss Eula's singing voice is "like
slow thunder and sweet rain." Her illustrations are cozy, with a delightful
touch: real family photos are inside each drawn picture frame in Miss Eula's
house.
Based on a true story of real people, Patricia Polacco's Chicken Sunday is
a warm and wonderful book.

• •••

Reit, Seymour. Behind Rebel Lines: The Incredible Story of Emma Edmonds.
Gulliver Books, 1988. ISBN 9-15-200416-5. $12.95. 102 pp.

B+

9+

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

FI

This book is based on the true story of Emma Edmonds, a young, 21-yearold Canadian girl who migrated to the United States in 1861, and joined the
Union army. She wanted to do more than just nurse the wounded, so
disguising herself as a man, Emma joined the army as Franklin Thompson.
Assigned to a tent hospital, she soon found an opportunity to use her spying
skills and, using many additional disguises (Cuff, contraband slave; Bridget
O'Shea, Irish peddler; Charles Mayberry, Southern gentleman; etc), obtained
valuable information critical to the Union Army. After several years, she
eventually developed malaria and had to go AWOL in order to check hersel
into a hospital to protect her identity from the Army who would have discovered
that she was a female.
The novel is interesting-at times exciting-and filled with adventure.
There are, however, many lengthy descriptions and details of the war and the
various battles, that, although interesting, do not add a great deal to the story o
Emma Edmonds. Another problem with the book is that it becomes difficult,
at times, to follow the identity of the lead character because the author skips
back and forth between Emma and Franklin and the other identities without
taking the reader with himlher. There is no consistency in his decision to call
the individual by any of her pseudonyms and this tends to be a little confusing
at times. Aside from these problems, the book is absorbing and appealing.
There is also a listing of other books that can be read about brave women in the
Civil War.

••••
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Rudolph, Marguerita. Boris 7Akhoder's "The Good Stepmother. " Illustrated by
Darcy May. Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers, 1992. ISBN 0671-68270-9. $14.00. Unpaginated.

C

K-2

Reviewed by Robbin Olsen Major

FI PB

The Princess Elena adores her father, but wishes for a mother to fill the
place that only a mother can fill. Her father, wishing to oblige her, but fearful
of choosing someone who won't measure up to his dead wife, allows Elena to
choose someone for them both.
Full of impossibly beautiful maidens, an impossibly doting royal father,
and a wise-beyond-her-years, motherless princess, this book may be just a little
too sweet, even for the palates of today's sweet-toothed children. The pictures
and story are pleasant and pretty, but the tastiest concoctions are really those
that also include a trace of something for contrast. The Good Stepmother is like
cotton candy: it melts quickly and leaves you wishing for a glass of water.
Of interest, however, is the fact that Boris Zakhoder is a noted writer of
children's books in the former Soviet Union, and translated Winnie-the-Pooh
into Russian. Rudolph, in her retelling, could have used a little of Pooh's subtle
humor.

••••

Service, Pamela F. Being of Two Minds. Atheneum, 1991.
ISBN 0-689-31524-4. $13.95. 169 pp.

A

8-12

FI

Reviewed by Janet Francis

Connie Hendricks, an American teenager, and Rudy, young crown prince
of Thulgaria have one very close bond. For brief periods of time, they share
one another's mind. Although they have never met, up until the time the book
begins, they can communicate in a maddeningly slow way and are, in a real
way, of one mind. Thulgaria is a small European country which has struggled
to maintain its neutral position in the face of attractive bribes and threatened
force. Rudy knows and supports the royal policy, but there are some in the
kingdom who would like it changed. When treachery is afoot, with Rudy as the
pawn, the strange tie between him and Connie catapults her into an exciting
rescue attempt which includes near murder, an old castle, and generally tense
times.
In addition to being a good read, Service's book has an unusual slant on
the talent shared by Rudy and Connie. Their concerned parents naturally check
out the physical symptoms (being unaware of the other's) but when events reveal
the previously unacknowledged ability, they exhibit realistic interest and
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acceptance, much more like the reactions of real people than those usual
portrayed in science fiction. Indeed, "There are more things in heaven a
earth," and it's a relief to find someone who can accept that fact!

•••

Sharpe, Susan. Spirit Quest. Bradbury Press, 1991. ISBN 0-02-782355$12.95. 122 p

B

4-6

F

Reviewed by Lillian He

Aaron is reluctantly spending the summer at the Quleute Indian Reservati
while his father paints and his mother studies the sea life. Aaron makes frien
with Robert, an Indian boy, and is intrigued by the idea of Spirit Quests.
a camping trip with Robert's older brother, the boys see their opportunity to
on a mini Spirit Quest. They persuade the older boy to let them spend the nig
on an adjacent beach and end up risking their lives to save an eagle trapped
a net.
Sharpe's story works best in its climactic part where the boys help a
finally free the trapped eagle. In the book, Aaron's freeing of the bird seem
to symbolize his efforts to become independent from his parents and to find
special spirit that was his, just as the Indians did in their Spirit Ques
Descriptions of the eagle are well done as exemplified by his first moment
freedom: "It stood there a moment, both wings spread out wider than Joe w
tall, trembling like a foot that has gone to sleep and comes back all pins a
needles. "
But for much of the book, the writing seems simplistic and full of clich
like "her twinkly blue eyes," "dismal acres of stumps," "wall of gray fog
"beak, cruel and strong.·
Perhaps this is why the motivation behind the Indian boy taking h
brother's truck without permission and the desire to go on a Spirit Quest nev
seem very real. The reader doesn't enter the world of story until the storm
night on the beach. That is too little and too late to make it a first class stor

•••

Smith, Carter, editor. A Sourcebook on Colonial America and Daily Life a
The Arts and Sciences. The Millbrook Press, Inc., 1991.

•

5+

NF

Reviewed by Donna J. Jorgens

These two books are part of a series of six sourcebooks on Coloni
America with original prints, drawings, advertisements, etc., from the Coloni
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eriod. Each one has an introduction, an index, and a timeline of major world
vents from 1490 to 1799 and black and white illustrations. The materials are
athered from the collections of the Library of Congress. They are an
nvaluable source for the study of Colonial America. There is a brief discussion
f the illustrated material. Excellent resource material.

••••

obol, Donald J. and Rose. Encyclopedia Brown's Book of Strange But True
Crimes , Illustrated by John Zielinski. Scholastic Hardcover, 1991.
ISBN 0-590-44147-7. $12.95. 113 pp.

3+

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

NF

Mauro Pirelli of Vicenza, Italy, was a jittery bridegroom. Two hours
efore his wedding he had his hair cut. While seated in the barber's chair,
e anxiously considered his future as a husband. As his doubts worsened,
nspiration struck. He borrowed a car, sped to nearby Thiene, and climbed
nto a second-story window. He clumped and clattered to make sure the
omeowner heard him. Then he left a trail even a blind detective couldn't
iss. The police arrived in the nick of time-as Pirelli was going into the
hurch to be married.
I attempted a robbery just to get arrested and avoid the wedding. Pirelli
onfessed at his trial.
Police, searching the home of a Wisconsin man, found more than 4,000
ublic library books 'borrowed' over the past 20 years.
A gang of safecrackers called itself the Japanese Ninja, after the
apanese assassins of Feudal days. The Ninjas operated in California in
he 1980's with burning failure. In three robberies in a row, they used
lowtorches to open safes, frying to ashes the money inside!
he above are three examples from this wonderfully funny trivia book on
rime. I would love to know a little of the background that went into finding
he incidents for this book. It must have taken years to gather all of these little
nippets of crime information. A must for trivia buffs and a hoot for late night
eading.

• •••
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Speirs, John. Ghostly Games. Reader's Digest Kids, 1991. ISBN 0-89577393-7. $11.00. 26 pp.

A

3-4

FI

Reviewed by Karen Newmeyer

PB

Susan, Matt, Tom, and their dog Patches set out to explore Ghostly
Mansion as the sun is setting. They meet Igor, lose Patches, and must follow
clues left by Igor to find their dog again. Along the way, they must find and
collect several keys in order to escape Ghostly Mansion before morning.
This book is a lot of fun. Each page is a new puzzle that must be solved
and there are hidden objects to be located to answer the riddles. The pictures
are fun and the puzzles challenging. The answers are given on the last two
pages.

• •••

Spinelli, Jerry. Fourth Grade Rats. Illustrated by Paul Casale. Scholastic,
1991. ISBN 0-590-44243-0. $13.95. 84 pp.

A

3-5

FI

Reviewed by Marilyn Bailey

Suds didn't have a very good first day as a fourth grader. His friend,
Joey, convinces him that growing up means being a "rat" in fourth
grade-stealing from younger kids, trashing your room, not taking baths, and
saying "No" to your mom. Suds tries to be a good rat, but finally realizes that
doing things like that make him unhappy instead of helping him to be a man.
He feels most grown up when he is able to admit he was wrong. This book
presents its message in a very enjoyable and humorous way .

••••

Stevenson, Laura. The lslarui arui the Ring. Houghton Mifflin, 1991. ISBN
0-395-564018. $15.95. 304 pp.

A

5-10

FI

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

The lslarui arui the Ring, by Laura Stevenson, is a compelling fantasy
about Princess Tania who struggles to save the peaceful island of Elyssonoe
from the evil tyrant Ascanet.
Stevenson's characters are interesting: Princess Tania is an appealing
combination of compassion and an impetuous tongue which leads her on an
impossible quest into danger. Eliar, the man she loves, has been terribly hurt
by the evil tyrant, and is a complex mixture of cynicism and sorrow for
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mistakes that could hurt the people he loves. The conflict between good and
evil is well drawn with distinctive personalities given to the peaceful people, and
robot-like qualities to the evil, but superbly trained "Silver Souls," the ruthless
fighting force of the tyrant Ascanet. This strength may be what makes the
climax less than it should be. Ascanet, the tyrant, is well described as a
thoughtful man of incredible intelligence; but somewhere, hidden inside, there
must have been a raging ambition or anger that drove him to try to control
everyone. That part of him is never openly shown, ·and perhaps, because of
that, the significant confrontation between Tania and the evil Ascauet lacks the
intensity I expected. The horror of what Ascanet really is simply does not come
across. Tania's victory over evil does not seem as momentous as it might have
been if the reader had a glimpse into the raging evil in Ascanet's soul-or lack
of one. Even so, the story is riveting. All the pieces fit together very logically
and in a satisfying way. It makes one want to read more books by Laura
Stevenson.

••••

Stolz, Mary. Deputy Shep. Illustrated by Pamela Johnson. Harper Collins,
1991. ISBN 0-06-026040-8. $12.89. 91 pp.

A

4-6

FI

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

Jack Shep is a police dog who is a "police officer" in his animal town.
Shep actually prefers gardening, but on this particular night, his habit of
spending the first couple of hours on duty consulting seed and garden catalogs
is interrupted as he solves the mystery of the button bandit. Even more
troublesome to Shep is how to explain the unorthodox case to his straight-laced
fellow officer, Sheriff English.
Stolz has created delightful characterizations of a laid back police dog and
a prim, go-by-the-rules fellow officer who is going to run all the alley cat
ruffians out of town. I loved Shep's aside in this statement:
The sheriff had as much chance of getting cats to behave as he had of
getting his own pups to. As far as running them out of town, he might as
well say he'd run the river out of town. Cats and rivers go their own way.
The dialogue is amusingly true-to-character as shown in the conversation
between the domineering Sheriff English who reprimands Deputy Shep for
calling him by his first name.
"Now, listen up, Deputy," the Sheriff was going on. "I am your
superior officer and I will not tolerate familiarity . You will address me as
Sheriff or Sir, Chief would be nice."
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"Are you forgetting-Sheriff Sir-that tomorrow is the first of July?"
The sheriff moved his inkwell an inch to the right, a half inch to the
left. He straightened the desk blotter. He smoothed his whiskers.
Smiling slightly, he said, "I take your point, Deputy. "
The point is that Shep and Phil English took turns being sheriff and
deputy-six months each. July was the day Shep began his six months as
Sheriff so he couldn't call him chief.
Stolz has written a book about animals that is full of the foibles of humans.
Everyone will see some of their habits made fun of in this entertaining book .

••••

Tryon, Leslie. Albert's Alphabet.
$13.95. Unpaginated.

B

Pre-2

Atheneum, 1991. ISBN 0-690-31642-9.

PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Albert, the school carpenter, is asked to build an alphabet walking path.
The administration want it done by three o'clock in the afternoon. Albert works
very hard, using only the materials he has on hand-including spare pieces of
wood, rocks, pipe, and in desperation, the school building itself.
The whimsical pictures combine with the ingenious mind of the school
goose to create an alphabet that both children and adults will be intrigued by.
What child won't want to create his own alphabet using items he has on hand
like straws, wire, and cardboard. An innovative and creative way to introduce
the alphabet.

••••

Weller, Frances Ward. The Closet Gorilla. Illustrated by Cat Bowman Smith.
Macmillan Publishing Company, 1991. ISBN 0-02-792531-5. $13.95.
Unpaginated.

A-

K-3

PB

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Ben was going to be Tarzan for Halloween-a big, strong Tarzan who
could take care of bullies and wouldn't be called a shrimp. He had everything
he needed-except an ape, and his parents insisted that he could only use things
he could find at home, right in his own closet. Well, the only available ape in
his house was Anna's plush monkey, and that just wasn't what he wanted. Then
he remembered Uncle Hugo. Uncle Hugo was an actor. He was serious about
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make-believe, and, he was a person you could count on. So Ben called Uncle
Hugo, but he said he was going to be busy. Ben wished he could stay in bed
until Christmas. Suddenly, a gorilla appeared out of the bushes! Ben's
Halloween was saved! He had known he could count on Uncle Hugo.
This is a nice little story about having a problem, and solving it (with some
excellent help). It has excitement, and a Halloween flavor, but most of all it
tells about counting on a loved adult and not being disappointed .

••••

Wood, A. J. LOOK! The Ultimate Spot-the-DiJference Book. Illustrated by
April Wilson. Dial Books, 1990. ISBN 0-8037-0925-0. $12.95.
Unpaginated.

A

K+

NF

Reviewed by Lynn Lonsdale

PB

"Ultimate" is not an exaggeration to describe this intensely colorful and
intricately detailed picture book of some of the Earth's diverse natural habitats.
"At first glance, the pictures on facing pages will seem identical. But closer
inspection of each pair reveals twelve vital differences." The astute observer
will find that the great, green tree frog on the first page, sitting among the flora
and fauna of South Asia, has caught its insect meal on the next page. A tiny
hummingbird appears on a branch, and a stray leaf has fallen to lie on the
waters of the tropical river.
Starting with a jacket that reaches out and grabs any browser, this book is
authentic and realistic in illustration and text from cover to cover. In the best
tradition of this currently popular genre, children and adults alike will be
repeatedly challenged to locate all the differences in these scenes of natural
wildlife habitats. An adult and any child, kindergarten and up, will find this an
exciting one-on-one learning activity. Useful with nonreaders who can identify
plants and animals, first and second graders will be challenged by the detail.
Third graders and older will wait in line to have a tum. Better readers will be
fascinated by the author's well-researched text at the end of the book. A
valuable tie-in to an environmental unit on endangered animals or exotic
habitats.

••••
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Woodruff, Elvira. Show and Tell. Illustrated by Denise Brunkus. Holiday
House, 1991. ISBN 0-8234-0883-3 . $14.95. 32 pp.

B

K-2

FI

PB

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

It seems Andy never has anything unique or wonderful for show-and-tell .
Generally, he bores the kids in his class with his paper clips and old shoelaces.
Even his teacher can't repress a yawn.
While walking to school one day, he spies something in the grass (don' t
most kids explain having found their treasures in the grass or bushes?). He
takes his newly-found treasure to school and has no competition at show-and-tell
time. The entire class is involved in the adventure, at the culmination of which
his teacher politely begs him to bring the show-and-tell objects he used to bring.
A fun book for kids who may need a self-esteem boast, and for those who
face the dilemma of what to take for show-and-tell .

••••

_The final blow.
Taken from Sam . Copyright C 1967 by Ann
Herbert Scott and Symeon Shimin. Reprinted by
permission from Philomel Books, a division of
The Putnam & Grosset Book Group .
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